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Outline

• 1. Brief review of the advancements :
• 长报告可见于：https://helicity2020.izmiran.ru/rec/zhu.mp4；

• 最新的理论文章： Phys. Plasmas 28, 032302 (2021); doi: 10.1063/5.0031108.

• Motivation: “strong” equivalence principle(s) and application(s): needing more

detailed knowledge and deeper understanding

• 2. Theoretical consideration with complex singularities

• 3. Looking closer at our numerical data: Nonuniversality

and universality in the dissipation-range: Factorization

• 4. (Chiral)-base-flow/(helical-)real-Schur-flow complex 

singularities: numerical observations and the programme

of “strong” principle of equivalence
• 最新的一些数值模拟视频：https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/miUUOo342LcGLgIoO1-NJw
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Taylor-Proudman fastening effect

in chiral/helical base flows

扎紧效应之流体力学/几何、弱等效原理

Real Schur Form (RSF)

[c.f., 1. J.-Z. Zhu,  Phys. Fluids 30, 031703 (2018);

2. Phys. Plasmas 28, 032302 (2021): weak equivalence principle]
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扎紧之概念 The notion of fastening

夫“扎紧” 者，出于生产之用，入乎食色之需，乃日常观念也
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Strong equivalence principle?: needing more detailed 

knowledge and deeper understanding

Ensemble theory of compressible 
helical turbulence

Local “chiral base 
flow/field (CBF)”: 
real Schur form 

matrix 

Equivalence 
principle

Compressible 
helical turbulence

gravitation theory

Local “special 
relativity”: 

diagonal matrix

Equivalence 
principle

General 
relativity

(loose) 

analogy/parallelism
(not necessary but helpful)
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theoretical considerations 

with complex singularities
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No-go universal equilibrium theory?
[from Kolmogorov to Landau and to ……]

Publications recently led by my Chinese seniors, e.g.:
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There is NO such thing as the 

universal-equilibrium spectrum in the dissipation range?
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Keeping also in mind the complex singularities, e.g., Kovalevskaja S, Painleve P, Lee T-D, Yang C-N , 

Bardos C, Frisch^2, Tabor M, Weiss J, Sulem^2, Brachet M, Bessis D, Fournier J D, Caflisch R E, Kida, S, 

Senouf D, Weideman JAC, Kimura Y, Walter P, Matsumoto T, Siegel M, Gargano F, Sammartino M, among 

others, some of which are closest to the real domain (“most relevant”), isolated but some of which are not 

(beyond the analytic strip, condensation/cluster etc.), we consider 

how helicity influences the overall nature and/or 

distribution of them, and then the flow compressibility. 
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Assumption: The spectra can be decomposed/factorized into two parts, one 

affected by helicity, the other not: E(k) = I(k)*G(k), in the interested regime.

Conclusion: The difference between the two spectra can be obtained by simply 

dividing one with the other. 

Corollary: I(k) is independent of k in the nonhelical case and simply characterizes 

the “helicity effect” (in the interested regime).

Ansatz: I(k) is a power function (in the interested regime).
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螺度约束扎紧湍流

“Proof” (with numerical results of 

compressible turbulence driven by helical 

and nonhelical forces):

with Yan YANG and Jun PENG @力学所
[acknowledgement: Jin-Xiu XU @无锡超算中心]
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(the wavenumber denoting the beginning of the “visible” damping effect of viscosity,

in units of lattice size 2\pi/1024 m for isotropic turbulence in a cyclic box)
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(the wavenumbers denoting the beginning of dissipation effect “visible” in the spectrum,

in units of lattice size 2\pi/1024 m for isotropic turbulence in a cyclic box)
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Universal scaling in the inertial 

range?
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(sub-)summary

• Less “compressive” in the helical case

• “Overall weaker complex singularities” (not a 

very precise expression, due to the random 

nature) measured by \Delta \alpha = 11/15 deep 

in the dissipation range

• Inertial range seems to be universal [with 

respective to the (helical) forcing scheme used] 

in the scaling exponent; universal/common F

deep in the dissipation range
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从手性基本流结构到有螺湍流

[Acknowledgements: Messrs. Hu REN and Changxin TANG]

I stopped here due to time limit: some of the materials for this subsection are availabe from the references of the Abstract

and from the link given at the bottom of the Outline page
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